
17” Drifter II Laptop Backpack
TSB239US

Overview
The Targus Drifter II Laptop Backpack is designed to fit laptops with up to 17 ” screens. This backpack features two large compartments
for storage including a padded laptop compartment that keeps the device secure and separate from other items carried in the case. The
extremely thick padding on the back panel includes a large hidden zippered compartment and is strategically placed to provide lumbar
support for your back. The heavily padded shoulder straps provide comfort for travel and include an elastic loop specifically designed to
hold sunglasses. The main front compartment includes pockets for business cards, a mesh accessory pocket and key clip. A convenient
soft, lined pocket is scratch-resistant to store fragile accessories such as glasses, and more. To keep files in order, the interior divider
provides a safe place to store documents. Focusing on durability, the Drifter backpack features a weather-resistant bottom, thick industrial
zipper pulls and a sturdy molded plastic handle supported by metal grommets and cabling. The Drifter Backpack offers a rugged case full
of storage options and protective compartments for important devices.

Features
• Standard compartment space for those who want the flexibility to carry more.

• Designed to fit laptops up to 17”

• Filled with multiple zippered compartments; file storage; two side water bottle pockets and more

• Constructed of durable nylon materials; water-resistant case bottom; durable metal accents and zipper pulls

Specifications
Color Black/Gray
Interior Color Blue
Works With 17" Laptops and Under
Style Backpack
Protection Level 092636261252
Package Dimensions 13.77" x 17.71" x 8.06" (W x H x D)
Package Weight 3.15 lbs
Warranty Limited Lifetime Warranty
UPC 092636261252
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